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1. Introduction
2. What’s LGI Working On?
a.
Resource Directory/Case Studies
b.
Service Innovation Certificate Program
c.
Lean Government Conference
d.
Education - association conferences, Master Academy, presentation
3. Achieving Greater Efficiency in Service Delivery
a.
Increasing the service base (external)
• Consolidation
• Cooperative or Sharing Service Delivery
• Privatization
• Horizontal, Vertical, Indirect Collaboration
• Continuum of Shared Services Strategies (Eau Claire)
b.
Process efficiency (internal)
c.
Economic Attributes of Government Services
• Capital Intensive Services
• Technically Intensive Functions/Services
• Labor Intensive Services
• Fiscal Capacity
4. What We Have Learned About Promoting Greater Collaboration
a.

Lesson #1: There is a lot of collaboration already occurring between local
governments in Wisconsin
• Fire, dispatch, police, EMS, public health, economic development, water,
planning, road maintenance are most common.
• Communities want to collaborate, but on their own terms – imposed
collaboration (mandates) likely to be resisted.

b.

Lesson #2: There is no silver bullet, one solution cannot apply across the board. One
issue is clear:
• The number of local units of government does not impact per capita local
government expenditures
• Local government expenditures can be impacted by focusing on how services
are delivered rather than on who delivers those services.
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c.

Lesson #3: Many reasons not to collaborate
• Turf
• Competition for revenue/growth
• Perceived differences
• Perceived loss of identity, access, reduced control & accountability, threat to
employees

d.

Lesson #4: Obstacles can be overcome, but it takes nearly all the following factors:
• Demonstrate improved services
• Clear fiscal benefit
• Collaborative leadership and multi-disciplinary boundary-crossing team
• Trust
• Community support
• Shared perception of need

e.

Lesson #5: Do not expect reduced expenditures in short term - work for long-term
benefit, improved service delivery for same expenditure in short term. Positive fiscal
impacts commonly seen:
• Capital cost avoidance over medium & long-term
• Lower rate of increase in annual expenditures

f.

Lesson #6: Not all services are suitable for collaboration/consolidation. Factors
impacting suitability:
• Association with community identity
• Geography - scope & limitations
• Operating costs
• Capital costs
• Ratio of line staff to customers
• Mandates

5. General Process for Improving Service Efficiency - Internal or Collaborative:
a.

Create forum for discussion
• Recognize shared interests, mutual dependency and need to move beyond adhoc arrangements

b.

Ensure transparency of process & sharing of information
• Post meeting notices, agendas, minutes
• Provide same information to all parties involved
• Provide a central repository for all documents and information considered
• Engage frequently those who have a stake in the outcome
• Periodic updates for public

c.

Establish a Team (Process) or Joint Advisory Board (Collaboration)
• Multi-disciplinary
• Develop & monitor metrics
• Work across departments/agencies
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•
•
•

Seek out ideas from others
Set a culture for change
Narrow Focus

d.

Inventory
1. E.g. Appleton’s List of Cooperative Agreements (Service Sharing
Folder)

e.

Measure & Compare
• Basic measures of need/benefit
• Basic fiscal/economic measures
• Basic performance measures
• Value stream mapping

f.

Identify Opportunities & Prioritize
• Collaboration: Strategically select functions & services for which joint service
provision may result in savings as well as the governmental units or private
providers that will be best suited for collaboration
1. Existing capital investment with capacity for greater utilization without
significant additional investment
2. Existing labor force with available capacity and potential for crosstraining
3. Presence of capable managers/staff with high technical skills that can be
utilized across jurisdictions
4. Fiscal capacity matches fiscal benefit across jurisdictions
• Process Efficiency: Start with relatively simple processes

g.

Analyze
• Private feasibility study may be the best starting point
• Appraisal of assets may be required for service consolidations or some
cooperative agreements

h.

Discuss & Identify Areas of Convergent and Divergent Interest

i.

Develop Agreements Over Points of Convergent Interests and Agree on Approach to
Addressing Divergent Interests
• Well crafted agreements prevent future problems
• Clear and equitable funding formulas covering participant’s obligations
• Designate a fiscal agent
• Consider a dissolution clause with mandatory cooling off period prior to
dissolution

j.

Implement, Administer, Monitor, Adjust
• Either a team for internal process improvements or a permanent joint board for
service collaborations
• Monitor service levels, costs, benefits

6. Group Excercises
7. Wrap-up/Questions
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tending to occur along a continuum of increasing intensity and formality that includes four broad bands of
shared activity:
a. Cooperation: A short-term informal relationship that exists without any clearly defined shared
mission, structure, or planning effort;
b. Coordination: A more formal relationship distinguished by mutual understanding of separate
missions, focusing on longer-term interaction around a specific effort or program, and requiring
explicit planning for some degree of formal division of labor;
c. Collaboration: A mutually beneficial, well-defined relationship designed to achieve results that
cannot be achieved alone, and marked by a more durable and pervasive relationship in which
participating organizations share a commitment to a common mission and to creating shared
organizational systems or structures; and
d. Consolidation: A relationship in which the permanent responsibility and authority to act is
formally placed in one organization, either through the merging of two or more individual
organizations, or the ceding by one organization to another of all authority to provide services.
Figure 1 illustrates the continuum and contrasts significant distinctions in relationships, structure,
communication, and accountability among the four levels of shared services.

Figure 1.

CONTINUUM OF SHARED SERVICES STRATEGIES
Coordination  Collaboration 
Consolidation
Cooperation 
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Informal
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Each organization
functions
separately
Individual
missions/goals not
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No commonly
defined mission,
structure, or effort
Individually
retained resources
& authority
Information
conveyed as
needed
Interaction as
needed, but may
last indefinitely

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

More formal
relationships
Review and adjust
individual missions
for compatibility
Organizations take
on new joint roles,
but function
separately
Clear
communication
channels established
Some sharing of
leadership/control
Some shared risk
and mutually
acknowledged
rewards
Regular interaction
for specific project
or task of definite
length

•

More durable, welldefined relationship
Mutual commitment
to new joint structure
with common mission
Significant
communication and
planning on many
levels
Organizations
exercise joint
authority and
decision-making over
operations and budget
Shared responsibility;
mutual authority &
accountability
Pooled resources for
longer-term effort
Organizations share
products & rewards

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Unifies government
organizations by
dissolving existing
arrangements and
creating a single
unified entity
Dissolves pre-existing
organizational
structures
Creates single
organization unified in
purpose, effect,
administration, and
service area
Unifies decisionmaking about the
provision and
production of public
services

Twelve Types of Shared Services Strategies
Using the four broad categories of shared services, the Committee distinguished 12 types of potential
shared services strategies or organizational partnerships, as shown in Figure 2. The Committee found
these distinctions to be helpful in framing its discussions with City Department Directors and with Eau
Claire County.
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Figure 2. TYPES OF SHARED SERVICES STRATEGIES
Cooperation
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Informal
relationships
Each organization
functions separately
Individual
missions/goals not
taken into account
No commonly
defined mission,
structure, or effort
Individually retained
resources &
authority
Information
conveyed as needed
Interaction as
needed, but may last
indefinitely

Coordination
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

More formal
relationships
Review and adjust
individual missions
for compatibility
Organizations take on
new joint roles, but
function separately
Clear communication
channels established
Some sharing of
leadership/control
Some shared risk and
mutually
acknowledged
rewards
Regular interaction
for specific project or
task of definite length

Collaboration
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

More durable, welldefined relationship
Mutual commitment to
new joint structure with
common mission
Significant
communication and
planning on many levels
Organizations exercise
joint authority and
decision-making over
operations and budget
Shared responsibility;
mutual authority &
accountability
Pooled resources for
longer-term effort
Organizations share
products & rewards

Consolidation
•

•

•

•

Unifies government
organizations by
dissolving existing
arrangements and
creating a single
unified entity
Dissolves preexisting
organizational
structures
Creates single
organization unified
in purpose, effect,
administration, and
service area
Unifies decisionmaking about the
provision and
production of public
services

3. Contribute
Resources

6. Reconcile Program
Activities

9. Create Shared
Structure

12. Combine
Organizations

Organizations provide
resources to assist in the
accomplishment of the
projects or efforts of
other organizations.

Organizations adjust and
reconcile variability in the
implementation of existing
programs on an on-going
basis to improve the
service delivery of each
separate program.

Organizations establish a joint
department or organization
with distinct goals and
mission, shared budget, and
shared management oversight.

Two or more separate
organizations combine
their political and
corporate functions to
create an integrated
organization operating
under a new government
charter.

2. Promote Other
Organizations

5. Share Costs

8. Operate Joint Program

11. Adjust
Boundaries

Organizations using the
same good or service share
in its cost.

Organizations create and
operate a new service delivery
program with shared
responsibility, accountability,
resources, risks, and rewards.

4. Produce Joint
Efforts

7. Plan Collectively

Organizations provide
information about the
programs and activities of
other organizations.

1. Share Information
Organizations share
information on an
informal basis about their
respective programs and
activities.

Organizations work interdependently for a finite,
short-term period to
produce a specific event or
achieve a specific project.

Organizations develop a
collective vision for managing
individual organizational
resources to address mutual
goals.
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Service provision is
unified under one
government through
expansion of the
government’s statutory
service or jurisdictional
boundaries.

10. Create
Independent
Organization
Two or more
governments create a
new organization with a
distinct mission and
formally defined
statutory authority to
provide a specific set of
services.

Best Practices
and Lessons Learned
I. A private feasibility study may be the best starting
point
In six of the nine cases reviewed, the municipalities hired
outside private consulting firms, specializing in organizational management assessment to provide feasibility reports on potential costs and benefits of proposed
mergers. While this may not be necessary for all proposed service agreements, it is recommended
in cases involving large and highly technical operations, such as police, emergency medical
services (EMS), wastewater processing, etc.
II. Consider appointing a joint advisory board to review service options
If two or more municipalities are contemplating a merger of a major municipal service, the
case studies indicate that the best way to explore the options is to appoint a joint advisory
review board. The joint advisory board should contain a proportionate number of elected officials
and citizen members from each interested community. In some situations, non-partial, outside
facilitators or coordinators may be needed to facilitate the meetings and maintain fair, open
discussions. This tends to deter a larger or more influential unit of government from dictating
the terms of agreements to smaller or less affluent units of government.
III. Have a clear vision and firm objectives in mind before the proposal goes public
Many of the municipal leaders we interviewed stressed that it was essential that those who
propose a merger clearly state the “goals, objectives, and outcomes” they intend to achieve
through the merger, prior to putting it out for public discussion. Popular objectives were better
service administration, lower taxpayer costs, higher quality of service, faster response times
and more community accountability. We were told that unclear objectives can doom support
for consolidation among the local citizenry.
IV. Err on the side of maximum public participation before adoption
Successful mergers, such as the Kimberly-Little Chute police merger and the Black Earth,
Mazomanie, and Arena wastewater facility, were subject to numerous public hearings and review.
State law requires that a majority of each participating municipality’s governing body involved
must vote to adopt such consolidations. In the Village of Kimberly, citizens unsuccessfully
petitioned the village board to put the merger to a public referendum prior to board consideration.
Such referenda are not mandatory under state law. However, advisory referenda are permissible,
and may help educate the public on the need for such mergers. In the case of the joint
wastewater plant, the municipalities were required by Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources and federal Environmental Protection Agency regulations to hold a dozen public
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hearings before final plan approval by these regulatory agencies. These numerous public
forums helped gain necessary acceptance in all three municipalities and in the Town of
Mazomanie where the new plant was located.
V. Well-crafted legal agreements may prevent future problems
Eight of the nine agreements had formal legal documents that added force of law to the
conditions of the agreement. Formal and complete agreements serve as a charter and by-laws,
which govern the basic terms of these service consolidations. Four of these agreements were
adopted under the rules and guidelines of Section 66.0301 (2) Wisconsin Statutes. This section
allows two or more municipalities or counties to cooperate for the purpose of furnishing services
or jointly exercising any power or duty required or authorized by law. It also allows for the
administration and funding of joint service operations, thus providing legal protections to all
involved. The Brown County Sheriff’s agreements with the police departments of the Villages
of Allouez and Howard were original contracts that pre-dated the adoption of Section 66.0301
(2), but are quite similar in content to those written under current law.
Three of the other merger documents were based on Department of Natural Resource
requirements for recycling and wastewater treatment consolidations respectively. Only the Fox
Cities Economic Development Partnership does not have a detailed, formal document
governing its members’ rights and responsibilities.
VI. Agreements should contain clear and equitable funding formulas covering
members’ obligations
There are no thornier issues in consolidation discussions than the issue of how proposed
participant local governments will pay for the cost of the combined service. A case in point is
the North Shore Fire District, which annually assesses all of its seven member communities for
fire and EMS services. According to Ed Madere, village manager for Shorewood, the advisory
committee went through 17 separate charge back plans before settling on an acceptable one
in November of 1994 (see Appendix A). In the case of some agreements, members are assigned
a percentage of actual, prior year expenditures based on each one’s proportionate population
and/or equalized property base. Other formulas, which should be included in the adopted formal
agreement, are based, at least in part, on actual usage of the service by each municipality.
VII. Appoint permanent joint administrative boards to monitor service levels,
personnel and finances
Joint administrative boards or commissions should have members appointed by each participating
municipality. They can play very important roles in determining the success of consolidated
operations. These boards can resolve jurisdictional disputes, determine facility needs, advise
the municipal boards on budget matters, and establish overall objectives and goals of the
merged departments. An example of how such boards may be constituted can be seen in
Appendix B, which describes the composition of the Kimberly—Little Chute Joint Library Board.
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VIII. Include key personnel in the planning and transition processes
Many service consolidations will affect municipal employees, either through reduction in staff
or through assignment of new duties. In Wisconsin local government, most line staff are covered
under collective bargaining agreements. Employers of such staff may be required to “bargain
the impact” of any proposed reductions or re-classification of positions. Union representatives
may reject plans that would reduce staff or re-allocate them to other duties. Successful
consolidations were ones that included key appointed and classified personnel in the original
stages of planning. Examples include Kimberly-Little Chute police merger and the creation of
the North Shore Fire District. In both cases, senior department heads and managers were
included in the design phases and union employees participated on the advisory committees.
In both cases, one of the chiefs was designated as “interim” chief of the district to provide a
smooth transition while a nationwide search was conducted to find a new head of the merged
operation. All these actions appear to have aided greatly employees’ acceptance of these new
organizations.
IX. Most joint operations require a fiscal agent
The majority of the service consolidations reviewed, designated one of the participating
municipalities as the fiscal agent of the combined operation. For example, in the Kimberly-Little
Chute Library merger, the Village of Kimberly prepared the annual proposed budget, managed
the revenues and expenditures throughout the year, and contracted for an independent annual
audit of the library’s books. In the case of the joint Village of Rib Lake Recycling Authority, the
Rib Lake village clerk is in charge of the budget and fiscal management on behalf of all four
municipalities. She also reports quarterly program results under the State DNR grant program
and files for expenditure reimbursements as the “Local Responsible Unit” representing the
consortium.
In its seventh year of operation, the North Shore Fire District decided to hire its own internal
fiscal administrator. Previously, the Village of Brown Deer’s finance staff had performed these
duties on behalf of the district. The tasks of this position now include the calculation of the
annual charge back formula for each municipality’s contribution, preparation of the budget,
and administration of the bi-weekly payroll for a 106 full time equivalent (FTE) organization
(see Appendix C). The Fox Cities Economic Development Partnership has chosen to contract
with the Fox Valley Chamber of Commerce to purchase accounting and fiscal administrative
services on a part time basis instead of hiring its own employee as fiscal agent.
X. Conduct a complete appraisal of all participants’ assets before merging
Dave Peterson, Chief of the Fox Valley Metro Police Department, endorses the idea of having
an independent appraiser assess all equipment, facilities and other fixed assets that each participating community intends to contribute to the merged operations (see Appendix D, North Shore
Fire District appraisal 1994). These could include squad cars, radio towers, weapons, etc. He
says that this allows each municipality to calculate its base investment in the consolidation and
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permits each to receive just compensation for contributions to the common good. In some
cases studied, individual communities were able to reduce initial start-up assessment through
“in-kind” contributions such as these. Also in some cases, joint administrative councils rejected
proposed contributions because they were not in acceptable condition or they duplicated more
suitable equipment or facilities available from other municipalities.
XI. Consider a “dissolution” or “disbanding clause” in case things do not work
as planned
All of the nine consolidations studied in this report so far have stood the test of time. However,
it is prudent to plan for the time when future municipal officials or community groups might
seek to cancel these agreements. Language can be inserted into any formal agreement providing
for orderly transition when cooperative agreements are ended. Items that need to be addressed
include: how any surplus funds or reserves would be divided between or among the participants,
how joint assets are to be redistributed, and what credits communities should receive for prior
non-monetary contributions. For examples of such disbanding language, see the Fox Cities
Economic Development Partnership case study (#3) or the Taylor County Recycling study (#9).
Several of the large group agreements do contain language permitting individual municipalities
to leave the consolidation with varying degrees of advance notice and approval by the other
members. The Joint Pewaukee Park and Recreation Department language is contained in Appendix E.
XI. A mandatory cooling off period prior to dissolution is a good idea
In some agreements (Allouez, Howard and Brown County sheriff and Black Earth, Mazomanie,
and Arena wastewater), local officials have built in a cooling off period of two years after governing
boards have voted to disband, until a merger can be dissolved entirely. This allows all parties
the chance to reconsider actions and to make alternative plans for the delivery of the service if
the vote stands the test of time. These types of waiting periods are prudent when large capital
or personnel investments are involved in joint ventures. They also permit changes of heart by
future councils when such decisions are made because of anger or mistrust, rather than for
sound reasons such as efficiency or cost. See Appendix F for the wording of the North Shore Fire
District’s language.
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Financial Lessons Learned
I. Mergers do not always create short-term savings
One of the fallacies that occurs frequently in the consideration of service consolidations by
municipal leaders is that the merger will result in instantaneous cost savings to local taxpayers.
The case studies indicate that very few consolidations save money in the short term. In fact,
most of them require major, initial investments in new capital, equipment, and even personnel.
A major reason why it may cost more, not less money initially to provide a joint service can be
seen from two case studies that follow. In the example of the City and Village of Pewaukee
park and recreation merger, both municipalities saw the need to increase dramatically per
capita spending on park land acquisition, maintenance equipment, and park equipment to
improve quality of service to park and recreational users (please see graph in Case Study #7).
In the case of the Village of Rib Lake Recycling Authority (Case Study #8), all participants were
special assessed in the first year to provide for new recycling material trailers needed to haul
the materials to market. Another large expenditure was the acquisition of a former creamery to
function as a warehouse to store materials in times of depressed private markets.
II. Results must be judged on a 3-5 year basis or longer
Using the “Graphing Revenues Expenditures and Taxes” software program, designed and
developed by University of Wisconsin-Extension, it is possible to show that, after the initial
start-up periods, the costs of merged services decline in subsequent years. In seven of the nine
cases in which comparisons could be made, by the second or third year of operation, the
merged service was well below the statewide average spent on the category of service delivered.
Example: Village of Stetsonville recycling program where costs per capita fell dramatically in
the third and subsequent years after higher start-up costs (Please see graph in Case Study #9).
III. Functional consolidations often continue to prevent long-term inefficiencies
and higher service costs
One example of this is the long-running provision of police patrol service by the Brown
County Sheriff’s Department for the villages of Allouez and Howard. Even after 28 years of
shared services with Brown County, the village residents of Allouez were paying $36 per capita
less than the average resident of all Wisconsin villages paid for similar services (2000 data)
(See graph in Case Study #2).
IV. Fiscal savings come from several sources
Communities that benefit from short-term savings receive them in several main areas. First,
service mergers often reduce administrative overhead and salaries. The North Shore Fire
District was able to combine five separate fire chiefs and two public safety officers into one
chief and two captains, and also eliminate four sets of administrative support staff. Second,
reduced facilities and combined equipment often provides savings as well. The Kimberly-Little
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Chute Police Commission saved money by closing the Kimberly police station and by basing
all its operations out of the Little Chute site. Kimberly then converted the former station into a
senior citizen center.
Additional savings come from the disposal of surplus property. The seven villages in the North
Shore Fire District, collectively gained nearly $250,000 through the sale of 12 pieces of unneeded
equipment to other municipalities after the merger.

Frequently Asked Questions
Regarding Municipal Mergers
I. Can a Wisconsin municipality sign a written service compact with a neighboring
municipality in another state?
Yes, if a city or village in Wisconsin wishes to sign such a cooperative compact with a neighboring
community in Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan or Illinois, it may do so as long as it submits the
agreement to the State Attorney General’s Office in advance of the agreement taking effect.
Section 66.0303 Wisconsin Statutes states that, “The attorney general shall approve any
agreement submitted under this paragraph unless the attorney general finds that it does not
meet conditions set forth in this section and details in writing… the specific respects in which
the proposed agreement fails to meet the requirements of [Wisconsin] law.” Failure to disapprove
an agreement within 90 days of its submittal constitutes approval by the attorney general.
Agreements relating to the joint exercise of fire fighting or emergency medical services (EMS)
do not need to be approved by the attorney general.
II. With what other units of government may a municipality sign a joint service
agreement?
A city or village may negotiate an intergovernmental cooperation agreement for joint services
with any town, state agency, county, school district, public library system, inland lake protection
and rehabilitation district, sanitary district, metropolitan sewerage district, solid waste management district, regional planning commission, county or city transit commission, and other public
or quasi-public governmental bodies listed under Section 66.0301 (1)(a) Wisconsin Statutes.
III. Can a joint commission or board issue independent debt (e.g. bonds) to pay
for new or remodeled facilities or other capital improvements?
According to Section 66.0301 (4), there are two options available for joint commissions that
wish to borrow large sums of money to finance “the acquisition, development, remodeling,
construction and equipment of land, buildings, and facilities for regional projects.” The first is
the authority to sell municipal bonds on the private market under the same authority vested in
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local governments under Section 66.0621. This authority can be used to fund nearly any type
of permanent improvement to a public municipal enterprise, except for those related to public
utilities that generate heat or electricity. It also can not be used to fund normal operating
expenditures of the joint department or district, defined as, “wages, salaries, fringe benefits,
materials, supplies, contractual services, equipment with a useful life of less than one
year...”[Section 67.04 (3)]. Direct borrowing by commissions is covered by the same rules and
conditions as those governing the state’s municipalities.
The second option for long-term, capital financing permits a commission to go to one of its
municipal members and request that the city or village use its full faith and credit to sell bonds
on behalf of the joint service operation. In this case, the debt of the commission becomes the
obligation of the municipality and is considered such under the State borrowing cap for that
particular city or village. In these cases the municipality is liable for any default of principal and
interest payments owed by the joint operation, unless such risk is shared by agreement with
other cities or villages in the consortium.
IV. Can cities and villages agree to share revenue generated by a joint service
amongst or between themselves?
Two or more municipalities with contiguous boundaries may enter into formal agreements to
share three, very specific types of local revenue under Section 66.0305.
Those three types of revenue are defined as follows:
A.) General property taxes as collected against all real and personal property.
B.) Special assessments, which are taxes against property owners for public works
improvements to the benefiting property (i.e. sidewalks, curbs, gutters, water, sewer, etc.).
C.) Special charges or fees for providing a limited service to the property. (Examples of this
might include water hydrant rental, garbage disposal, etc.)
V. What are the conditions for establishing such revenue-sharing agreements?
The same section provides conditions that a revenue-sharing agreement must meet to comply
with state law:
A.) At least thirty (30) days before entering into an agreement, a municipality must hold a
public hearing on the proposed revenue-sharing agreement.
B.) The term of the agreement shall be for at least 10 years.
C.) The boundaries of the area within which the revenues are to be shared shall be specified
in the agreement.
D.) A formula or other means of determining the amount of revenues to be shared under
the agreement must be stated.
E.) The date upon which agreed revenues will be apportioned is listed.
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F.) The method by which the agreement may be invalidated after the expiration of the
minimum 10-year period is stated.
G.) Agreements only may be made between and among cities or villages that have
shared boundaries with at least one other municipality party to the agreement.
VI. Under what conditions may residents request a referendum on revenue sharing?
City councils and village boards may decide to hold an advisory referendum if, 1.) they adopt
a resolution authorizing such a referendum, and 2.) they receive a petition signed by qualified
electors in a number equal to at least 10% of the local electors in the last gubernatorial election,
and it is properly filed with the village/city clerk within 30 days after the resolution is approved
[Section 66.0305 (6a)]. The local body may ignore the outcome of the advisory referendum
and approve or disapprove the merger agreement based on its own merits.
VII. May citizens request advisory or binding referenda on any other aspects of a
service merger?
The Intergovernmental Cooperation Act does not mention specifically the right of governing
bodies to authorize an advisory referendum to be held on the issue of approving the intergovernmental agreement itself. However, such referenda may be authorized, and held under other
sections of Chapter 66, Wisconsin Statutes. Nowhere does the law require that citizen petitions
must be honored if the governing board does not first pass a resolution approving the referendum.
In one of the mergers studied in this series, the Village of Little Chute board refused to accept
a petition from a group of citizens who desired local referenda in both villages on the proposed
Kimberly-Little Chute police merger. The petitions submitted contained signatures that were
more than sufficient to meet the 10 percent requirement. There is also no requirement that
any referendum be binding upon the municipality that authorizes it, regardless of the municipal
purpose involved.
VIII. Does current state law provide for the sharing of state aid payments among
and between municipalities that merge service delivery areas?
There is no specific language in Section 66.0305 relating to the sharing of any other kind of
municipal revenues for joint or regional service purposes. This would appear to exclude the
sharing of state payments for transportation, community development block grants, or state
aids to counties and municipalities. Please see below for a wider discussion of this issue.
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Key Lean Characteristics:


Pull service delivery: Services are “pulled” by the consumer, not pushed from
the service delivery end.



First-time quality: Striving for excellence/perfection, for zero defects/redoing
work. Identifying & solving problems at their source; achieving higher quality
and performance at the same time; teamwork & worker empowerment.



Waste minimization: Minimizing/eliminating activities that do not add value;
maximizing use of resources (capital, people, and space), efficient use of justin-time inventory.



Continuous improvement: Continually improving quality, increasing
productivity/ performance, reducing costs (resources), and sharing
information.



Flexibility: Being open to change; providing different mixes and/or greater
diversity of services quickly, without sacrificing efficiency.



Long-Term Relationships: Building and maintaining effective long-term
relationships with providers/contractors through collaborative risk-sharing,
cost-sharing, and information-sharing arrangements.

About the City of Prairie du Chien


Population of 6,000



Services Provided:


Water & Wastewater Utilities



Police & Volunteer Fire Departments



Parks & Recreation









Hoffman Hall



Outdoor Aquatic Center

Municipal Airport

French & Bohemian Origin

How We Got Started with Lean


Elected Mayor in April of 2004




Manufacturing Background

Garth Frable – Former City Planner


Lean Background



Connection with Iowa DNR – Teresa McMahon

www.prairieduchien.org


www.prairieduchien-wi.gov



Oldest City on Upper Mississippi River



Descendents of Original Settlers Still Residing



Budget of $ 8.0 MM

Link to Jim Scott at TBM

Rory Meisner – 3M Plant Manager


Lean Six Sigma Black Belts
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Creating the Partnership
Government & Industry


Case Study #1:
Police Department Written Reports Kaizen

CopZen 5-0

Benefit to 3M


Improve City Effectiveness / Streamline



Attract ‘Talent’ to Community
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Opportunity for Community Involvement
Good Corporate Citizen

Benefit for the City of Prairie du Chien



Local Continuous Improvement Experts
Commitment of Black Belt Leadership for
Kaizens to Begin Lean Journey

December 2006
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Case Study #1:
Police Department Written Reports Kaizen

Case Study #1:
Police Department Written Reports Kaizen

Our Challenge










Negative Community Perception of the
Effectiveness of Police Department
Police Chief – Mike King – Embraces Change
(first to volunteer)

Obstacles


Upcoming Retirement of Sergeant



Experienced Police Force – Fear of Change



Consolidation of Dispatchers

Lack of Employee Satisfaction with Internal
Processes




City’s Police Department



County’s Sheriff’s Department

Change in Report Documentation Software
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Case Study #1:
Police Department Written Reports Kaizen


Case Study #1:
Police Department Written Reports Kaizen

Problem Statement






Event Objectives



Improve the Quality and Timeliness of
Documenting Police Reports



Improve Citizen Satisfaction with
Responsiveness and Follow-Up of the Police
Department



Improve Effectiveness of the Police Report for
Further Prosecution and Conviction
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Non Follow-Up Cases Closed within Three
Working Days
Instant Incident Report Completed before End
of Shift



Increase Conviction/Resolution Rate by 100%.



100% of all Reports Defect Free

10
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Case Study #1:
Police Department Written Reports Kaizen


Case Study #1:
Police Department Written Reports Kaizen

The Process



Documented Current and Future State Maps
Focused Improvements around Documentation
of Roles & Responsibilities and Software
Training








Results


Eliminated Written Report Backlog



Providing Feedback to Reporting Party



All Officers Capable of Documenting & Owning
Reports


Daily Audit Procedure Implemented

Engaged DA to Provide Feedback on Quality of
Written Reports

Facilitated Transition to New Software &
Consolidation of City and County Dispatchers
Created an “atmosphere of change and has
become bigger than the original scope.”
- Mike King – Police Chief
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Case Study #2:
Water/Wastewater Connection & Billing Kaizen

Case Study #2:
Water/Wastewater Connection & Billing Kaizen

Team Clean Flush

Our Challenge




Numerous Customer Complaints Regarding
Accuracy of Sewer & Water Bill



Office Stress!!!



Lack of Cross Training

April 2007
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Case Study #2:
Water/Wastewater Connection & Billing Kaizen


Obstacles

Case Study #2:
Water/Wastewater Connection & Billing Kaizen


Problem Statement



Experienced Work Force – Fear of Change





Culture – “It’s the Way We’ve Always Done It”





Lack of Knowledge of Billing Software Capability


Improve Software Utilization



Improve Documentation and Cross Training



Standardize Data Entry
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Case Study #2:
Water/Wastewater Connection & Billing Kaizen

Case Study #2:
Water/Wastewater Connection & Billing Kaizen


The Process

Reduce Work Order Cycle Time by 100%





Eliminate Work Order Backlog





Reduce Permit Cycle Time by 100%







Improve Speed and Accuracy of Response to
Customer Complaints / Increase Customer
Satisfaction
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Event Objectives



Streamline Work Order / Permitting Process

Reduce Number of Customer Complaints by
50%


Eliminate Credit Balance on Closed Accounts
Backlog

Documented Current and Future State Maps
Focused Improvements around Software Training &
Utilization


Exception Reports Created



Automated Estimation Procedure and Sorting & Counting



Standardized Data Entry per USPO Guidelines

… and Permits & Work Orders
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Combined Water Connection, Sewer Connection and Street
Opening Permits into One Permit
Processing Work Orders Electronically
18
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Case Study #2:
Water/Wastewater Connection & Billing Kaizen


Results








Greatly Increased Customer Satisfaction


Reduced Number of Complaints for Billing Accuracy



1 - Permit / 1 - Check / 1 - Trip to City Hall



‘Welcome Letter’ Provided for New Customers

Lessons Learned


Make Sure to Include All Key Stakeholders




Increased Employee Morale
Eliminated Work Order Backlog and Significantly
Decreased Work Order Generation




Case Studies



Sergeant from Police Department Kaizen

Need to Involve Entire Team in Follow-Up
Meetings
Pull-In Key Resources (i.e. Software Consultant)

Utilizing Exception Reports

Balanced the Books
19
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Sustainment




The Challenges Ahead

Need to Replace Key City Functions



City Lawn Mowing & Maintenance – Street Department



Data Entry and Reporting of Lab Analysis at Sewer Plant



City Administrator



Citizen Complaint Response (potholes, etc.)



City Planner



Records Management



Purchasing



Collective Bargaining



Hiring Process



Building and Assessment - County Assessment



Website Management



Maintenance of City Buildings



Hoffman Hall Management

Continue Partnership with 3M Company



Additional Partnership Opportunities (i.e. GE)



Building Internal ‘Infrastructure’
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Code Changes
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